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Issues in Cyber Risk evaluation

• The growing amount of cyberspace threats highlights the need to define security policies 
in a context where information on the potential threats can be incomplete or require great 
efforts to be managed in relation to the dimension of the organization. 

• Furthermore, looking at the cyberspace from only one point of view makes it difficult to 
deal with every threat, as in fact potential vulnerabilities are hidden everywhere: 
hardware, software, organizational procedures, contracts and regulations. 

• The need to evaluate cybersecurity risks and hence plan for effective investments by 
means of appropriate tools has been already largely recognized (Khan and Sepúlveda
Estay, 2015; Steen and Aven, 2011) 

• Several studies focused on the management of cyber risk (Collier et al., 2013; Jensen, 
2015, Katsumata et al., 2010; Nazareth and Choi; 2015; Rohmeyer, 2017; Ganin et al., 
2017; Carayannis et al., 2019) …

• …and on the allocation of protection budget related to cyber risk  (Bojanc and Jerman-
Blazinc, 2008; Katsumata et al., 2010; Steen and Aven, 2011; Chen et al., 2011; Paté-
Cornell et al., 2018). 
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Latest developments

• The Cybersecurity Framework, published by the US National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST), offers an important guidance 
and provides guidelines, best practices and standards for research 
and applications in cyber security risk management

• Nevertheless, the existing approaches lack the capacity to integrate 
across multiple domains of cyber systems (Ganin et al., 2017) and  to 
include uncertainty and the dynamics of cyberattacks” (Paté-Cornell 
et al., 2018).  

• Recent contributions to this strain of literature includes the study by 
Nazareth and Choi (2015) that, using a system dynamics model, 
evaluated alternative security management strategies through an 
investment and security cost lens, providing managerial guidance for 
security decision such as the fact that investing in security detection 
tools has a higher payoff than does deterrence investment
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Goal of this study

• To the best of our knowledge, a practical dynamic and easy to use model able to identify 
and estimate the cyber risk related to a specific SME does not exist yet. 

• Therefore, the aim of this study is to propose a system dynamics-based (as well as based 
on the Italian Cybersecurity Framework and NIST Cybersecurity Framework) tool for the 
evaluation of cyber risk and for the planning of effective investments in SMEs aimed 
at risk mitigation

• It is important for SMEs to be able to manage their current cybersecurity policies, 
especially with reference to related investments but also to internal changes to their 
organizational model

• It is also important for insurance companies and/or brokers to have a tool capable of 
supporting them in their economic evaluation of the residual risk that SMEs ask to 
externalize.

• It is crucial for this tool to be dynamic, able of addressing organizational complexity, and to 
be used at regular intervals in order to assess cyber risks and related changing contexts
over time.
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Proposed approach

• With this research, we propose a new approach and a tool for 
improving cyber risk assessment as well as for decision-
making on proper investments for improving the risk profile of 
a SME

• This work stems from the concepts and economic models that
were proposed for the first time in: 

– Baldoni R., Montanari L., Querzoni L., Armenia S. et al. (2016) The
2016 Italian Cybersecurity Report: Essential controls for 
cybersecurity in SMEs

– Armenia S., Ferreira Franco E., Nonino F., Spagnoli E., Medaglia C. 
M. (2019). Towards the Definition of a Dynamic and Systemic
Assessment for Cybersecurity Risks
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Source 1: 2016 Cybersecurity Report
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Two different company types (different
activity sector, different parameters, 
etc.)



Source 2: Systems Research and Behavioural Science

• Organizational perspective of the firm seen under a systemic approach (System 
Dynamics and Systems Thinking CLDs)

• Framework categories mapped on the organizational model

• Systemic relationships among categories defined (Categories CLD)
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Bubble diagram (overall org. CLD)
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What is System Dynamics (I)
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System dynamics is a computer-aided approach to policy analysis and 
design. 

It applies to dynamic problems arising in complex social, managerial, 
economic, or ecological systems — literally any dynamic systems characterized
by interdependence, mutual interaction, information feedback, and circular
causality.

The system dynamics approach involves:

Defining problems dynamically, in terms of graphs over time.

Striving for an endogenous, behavioral view of the significant dynamics of a system, a focus inward on the 
characteristics of a system that themselves generate or exacerbate the perceived problem.

Thinking of all concepts in the real system as continuous quantities interconnected in loops of information 
feedback and circular causality.

Identifying independent stocks or accumulations (levels) in the system and their inflows and outflows (rates).

Identify also structural delays, non-linear relationships, human behaviour (delayed perception of phenomena)

Formulating a behavioral model capable of reproducing, by itself, the dynamic problem of concern. The model is
usually a computer simulation model expressed in nonlinear equations, but is occasionally left unquantified as a 
diagram capturing the stock-and-flow/causal feedback structure of the system.

Deriving understandings and applicable policy insights from the resulting model.

Implementing changes resulting from model-based understandings and insights.



Conceptually, the feedback concept is at the heart of the system dynamics
approach.

Diagrams of loops of information feedback and circular causality are tools for 
conceptualizing the structure of a complex system and for communicating model-
based insights.

A feedback loop exists when information resulting from some action travels through a 
system and eventually returns in some form to its point of origin, potentially
influencing future action.

If the tendency in the loop is to reinforce the initial action, the loop is called a 
positive or reinforcing feedback loop; if the tendency is to oppose the initial
action, the loop is called a negative or balancing feedback loop.

• - Reinforcing loops are sources of growth or accelerating collapse, they are 
disequilibrating and destabilizing.

• - Balancing loops can be variously characterized as goal-seeking, equilibrating, 
or stabilizing processes. 

Combined, reinforcing and balancing circular causal feedback processes can generate 
all manner of dynamic patterns called “Archetypes”. 

For more info visit: http://www.systemdynamics.org/what-is-s/

What is System Dynamics (II)

http://www.systemdynamics.org/what-is-s/


Information that might be deduced from System Dynamics methodology is based on the creation of a Causal
Loop Diagram (CLD), in which causal feedback loops can be identified.

These loops are the result of a combination of causal links between variables. Links can be of two types:

positive (S or +): when the independent variable (arrow tail) changes, then the dependent variable (arrow
head) changes in the Same direction;

negative (O or -): when the independent variable (arrow tail) changes, then the dependent variable
(arrow head) changes in the Opposite direction.

How to build CLDs



SD vs Stochastic-econometric approaches

Correlation ¹ Causation
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Dynamics of Stocks and Flows
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Typical Modeling Approach
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Causal Loop Diagram

Stock & Flow Diagram

SD can easily integrate also soft / social 
variables/aspects that normally are neglected into
such models (cybersecurity is also heavily affected by 
social counterintuitive behaviour)



Examples: spread of infectious diseases / marketing !!! 
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Examples: social issues
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Examples: sustainability

Un possibile modello
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Nascite Morti
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teorico
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Giorgio Gallo Risorse e sostenibilità: il caso dell’isola di Pasqua

Popolazione e risorse
il caso dell’isola di Pasqua

Giorgio Gallo Risorse e sostenibilità: il caso dell’isola di Pasqua

Easter Island – Prof. Giorgio Gallo
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Examples: Food Systems

Agriculture 2016, 6, 65 6 of 19

⌅ The analysis of the document from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO) “Studying Food Supply and Distribution Systems to Cities in Developing Countries and
Countries in Transition—Methodological and Operational Guide (Revised Version)” [22] what
we call “FAO’s Framework for FSDS Analysis” (FFFA) and other documents from the Food into
the Cities collection using ST and SD approaches. This analysis includes the identification of the
main stocks, flows, relevant variables and the system’s boundary of FSDS according to FFFA,
the generation of system archetypes analyses, and the qualitative characterization of FSDS by
two group model building sessions with FAO experts which resulted in an extended qualitative
FSDS model presented in Armendariz et al. [26].

⌅ The re-conceptualization of the extended qualitative FSDS model previously mentioned by
simplifying, in a revisited FSDS framework model (Figure 3), its general structure and
characterizing and analyzing the expected dynamics.

5. A Critical Review of Literature on Cities and Regions as Self-Organizing Systems in Which

Urbanization Is the Dominant Trend. Results: FSDS Framework Model

The FSDS framework model presented in the previous paragraph (Figure 3) consists of a Causal
Loop Diagram (CLD), which is characterized by a system dynamics/systems thinking representation
of the wider systemic structure where FSDS are embedded. System Dynamics (SD) is a methodology
that supports and enhances systems understanding through the recognition that the system structure
is responsible of the system behavior. The convention for drawing a CLD consists of a set of variables
connected by arrows denoting causal influence with a given polarity, to indicate how the dependent
variables change with respect to changes of the independent variables [6,27,28]. The loops generated
by the variables connection are labeled with a name, related with the loop role in the system, and a
polarity (+or � signs). A positive sign (+) means that the change effect of the independent variable
on the dependent one is positively related, i.e., if one increases so the other does. A negative sign (�)
means the causal effect of change is negative among the two variables, i.e., the increase in one variable
represents a decrease in the other. There are two kind of loops which are studied on the basis of their
characteristics: (1) Reinforcing: self-reinforcing loops, which imply that if they were the only loops
operating in the system, or if they are the dominant loops, they grow exponentially; (2) Balancing (B):
self-correcting loops which counteract change.
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Examples: international crises

!

!
Figure'1:'Map'of'Gaul'

These domains are (a) the political, (b) the military, (c) the economical, (d) the social, 
(e) the infrastructural, and (f) the informational one (usually grouped together and 
referred to with the acronym PMESII). 
 
(a) Political systems 

The events of the Gallic War took place in a time of decline of the Roman Republic 
and transition toward the Empire. All of the republican institutions were still active, 
although void of much of the power previously detained. As a consequence, many 
informal ways to wield power were carried out by influential persons. As it is well 
known Caesar was one of these figures of power. He had held several public 
offices in the years preceding the Gallic campaign. He had in fact pursued all the 
required steps of the cursus honorum (Quaestor in 68 B.C., Curule Aedile in 65 
B.C., pontifex maximus, Praetor in 62 B.C.) all the way to the highest electoral 
office, when he was made Consul for the first time in 59 B.C. Parallel to his 
political career he cultivated an ambition to secure a more permanent form of 
power in Rome. To this aim, he sealed a pact with Pompey and Crassus prior to 
becoming consul. Under provision of this pact, known as triumvirate, the three 
would have supported each other in specific ways: Pompey and Crassus would 
have favored Caesar’s ascent to consulship; Caesar, in return would have granted 
territories and other political and economic favors to both. But the pivotal event of 
the pact was the guarantee that after his term as consul, in 58 B.C., Caesar would 
be sent to Gaul as the proconsul (a figure which can be considered equal to that of 
governor). Ruling over a province, at the time, was a very effective way to increase 
one’s power, influence and, not least importantly, wealth. 
This short overview of Rome’s political system and, most importantly, Caesar’s 
role in it, is to gain insight into Caesar’s mindset when he started the campaign: to 
him the “Gallic problem” was a political one, not just a military adventure. The 
decisions he made during the nine years of the Gallic war were greatly influenced 
by the need to stabilize a situation of which he had taken full ownership and 
responsibility. He received a mandate by the Senate, but after leaving Rome for the 

!

Figure 12 and 13 complete this analysis by highlighting the main general loops 
connecting all three macro-areas in both directions. 
 
In the next chapter we will use the insights from our CLD to interpret some of the 
decisions that were made during the campaign against the Helvetii. 
 

 

 

 
Figure'13:'“Crisis”'Archetype'–'Reinforcing'Loop'counterWclockwise'

Figure'12:'“Crisis”'Archetype'–'Reinforcing'Loop'clockwise'

'

Julius Caesar – De Bello Gallico
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Examples: urban sustainability
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Examples: Work / Rework Cycle in Projects (I)

Work to do
Work 

effectively
done

Undetected
Errors

Rework
Backlog

Workforce Productivity QA

Error
Detection

Rate Obsolescence
Rate

Requested
Modifications

Task 
Completion

Rate 
(Workrate)
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Work to do Work 
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Examples: Work / Rework Cycle in Projects (II)



Let’s see one of the main sectors from the Bubble Diagram
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And with the mapping of framework categories
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Tool structure
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Values:
- Understanding and Awareness
- Support to Decision making



Snapshot Survey
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• Based on the 2016 Report on Cyberessentials

• 24 easy questions on organizational aspects
connected to IT security and cybersecurity

• Does not require specific competences

• Currently distributed as an excel file

• Provides back an immediate evaluation on the status 
of IT defenses for the SME

• For specific scores on the categories Identify, 
Detect, Protect e Respond easily allow the 
identification of potential vulnerabilities

• Automatically produces the data needed by the 
SD model to be setupwith the current
organziational parameters



Full CLD
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• Reinforcing Cycle: reputational damages

• Snowball effects on reputation due to attacks

• Vulnerability percpetion from attackers increases, hence further inreasing attacks and reputation loss

07/02/20A System Dynamics Based Tool for Small 
and Medium Enterprises to Evaluate 
Cybersecurity Risk and Plan Effective 
Investments

Pagina 30

Interesting Cycles (I)



• Balancing loop: economic losses helps too! 

• Increasing attacks worsen the economic status of the company, hence making ona side less attractive
too to potential new/old attackers

07/02/20A System Dynamics Based Tool for Small 
and Medium Enterprises to Evaluate 
Cybersecurity Risk and Plan Effective 
Investments

Pagina 31

Interesting Cycles (II)



• Reinforcing cycle: IT and cyber defenses

• Positive effect of investments in IT security

• Multiple cycles of this kind are present in the model 

(now just showing one of those, on Mitigation)

• Increasing investments on mitigation increases the 
Mitigation Capability, which in turn increases the 

attacks blocking capability, hence reduging
ecpnomic losses

• Thus, the company can have further economic

resources (not lost) to invest in defence

• Virtuous Loop
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Interesting Cycles (III)



Full SFD
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• Quantitative model developed in PowerSim

• Quite complex, even if still a proof of concept!

• Three main input variables

• Threat Level defines the level of risk due to the 

scenario external environment (Low, Medium, 

High)

• Initial State allows to account for different starting
situations, and uses the input from the Snapshot
Survey scores

• Strategic Focus allows prioritizing investments in 
various macro-areas (Regulations, Accounts, 

Inventory, Protection, Backup, Damage Mitigation, 

HR Skill)



Simulations: first scenario, Alpha Company (I)

• Alpha is a «typical» company that pays low attention to IT and Cyber Security

• 5 years simulation, average risk level

• Peak of loss ~16%, gradually reduced at around 4%

• In th efirst semester, ALPHA suffers severe economic losses, so they decide to invest ins ecurity

• Capability threshold reached between the second and third semester
07/02/20A System Dynamics Based Tool for Small 

and Medium Enterprises to Evaluate 
Cybersecurity Risk and Plan Effective 
Investments
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• Suffered attacks (red) and IT Security investments (blue)

• Even in case of heavy losses, companies tend to invest carefully

• However, by investing, they mature the awareness that ultimately it is
convenient for them… but it takes time…!!! (perception delay)

07/02/20A System Dynamics Based Tool for Small 
and Medium Enterprises to Evaluate 
Cybersecurity Risk and Plan Effective 
Investments
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Simulations: first scenario, Alpha Company (II)



• Same company, high risk level environment

• Peak of loss at 25%, worst and slower recovery

• In a hostile environment, bad protection matters!!!

• Additional investments in order to compensate and anticipate future losses

• Possible bankruptcy in the first years due to high losses!!!

07/02/20A System Dynamics Based Tool for Small 
and Medium Enterprises to Evaluate 
Cybersecurity Risk and Plan Effective 
Investments
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Simulations: second scenario, still Alpha Company (III)



• Omega has the same characteristics as Alpha but pays more attention to their IT defenses
against attacks

• High risk level scenario

• Omega resists better

• In acounterintuitive way, defenses grow more gradually

07/02/20A System Dynamics Based Tool for Small 
and Medium Enterprises to Evaluate 
Cybersecurity Risk and Plan Effective 
Investments
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Simulations: third scenario, Omega Company (IV)



Confronting the two cases (V) 

• High risk scenario confrontation

• Omega alsmot fully reduces losses and recovers quickly

• Also, Omega spends less even if in a critical situation, as it anticipated risk

• Possible competitive advantage of Omega over Alpha if in the same market…!!!

07/02/20A System Dynamics Based Tool for Small 
and Medium Enterprises to Evaluate 
Cybersecurity Risk and Plan Effective 
Investments
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Not only an application but a «needed evolution» of the FW

Developments and further research

• Unique tool integrating the assessment of current
risk level by means of the Italian Framework 
(snapshot survey) and a System Dynamics 
model capable of simulating the evolution of risk, 
economic losses/investments, etc.

• Possibility to develop a graphical interface to 
evolve into a Decision Support System

• Mode details in the simulations, more evidence
of economic aspects, etc.

• Extension to the systemic evaluation of risks in 
financial Institutions / Assessment of compliance
/ evaluation of social impacts of finance / DPIA

• Use of System Dynamics to evaluate future 
scenarios in the evolution of the cybersecurity
market (as part of the ECHO Project – see next
slide)

Conclusions

• Tool to evaluate risks and investments in the 
cybersecurity field for SMEs (extendable to 
other types of organizations)

• Ease of use for SMEs in order to manage their
improvements in IT/cyber security, by deciding
where and how much to improve, thus
managing at best the investments dedicated to 
such improvements in a more effective and 
aware approach

• Advantages also for third parties (i.e.: banks, 
insurance companies willing to define the risk
level of a SME that wants to externalize their
residual risk, etc.)

• Advantages following a Systems Thinking and 
System Dynamics approach (for this and other
problems, sustainability on top, but also
systemic relationships of risks in organizations)



Thank you!

• ECHO is one of the four Pilot projects, 
launched by the European
Commission, to establish and operate 
a Cybersecurity Competence Network.

• 48 months H2020 project, 30 partners
from 15 EU member countries plus 
Ukraine, representing 13 existing
cybersecurity competence centres and 
comprised of five research institutes in 
the cybesecurity domain; eleven large 
enterprises;

Contacts: Dr Ing Stefano ARMENIA – s.armenia@unilink.it

ECHO website: www.echonetwork.eu
Twitter: @ECHOcybersec
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/echo-cybersecurity-556a6717b/

The ECHO project has received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme, under the grant
agreement no. 830943

Research funded with the support of the ECHO Project:

European network of Cybersecurity centres and competence Hub for innovation
and Operations

http://unilink.it
http://www.echonetwork.eu/
https://twitter.com/ECHOcybersec
https://www.linkedin.com/in/echo-cybersecurity-556a6717b/

